Features and major changes

- Now you can set targets for Reaction time and Responsiveness. Learn more about setting targets.
- Now you can set date ranges in the Check-in report up to a full trailing year when using the preset date ranges.
- The Spot check report has been sunset. Now, use reports like Work log, Project timeline, and Team health insights to see patterns in your teams' commit-based metrics.

Miscellaneous updates and fixes

- Now when you click on a link to Ticket log from Investment profile, canceled tickets are automatically filtered out.

Resolved issues

- Unable to update OAuth connection to GitHub
- Unable to see certain sprints in ticket reports
- Unable to remove or edit columns in ticket project configurations
- Unreviewed PRs percentage displaying as N/A in Review collaboration
- Setting custom date ranges in Retrospective incorrectly setting end date
- Removed configurations for deprecated reports

If you need help, please contact Pluralsight Support.